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A B S T R A C T   

A paper is presented of artificial saturable absorbers as applied in fibre lasers. Shown are the advantages and 
drawbacks of this saturable absorber type in comparison with material-based natural counterparts. The prospects 
of further development of components for passive (or self) mode locking in fibre-optical technology are dis-
cussed. Analysis demonstrates that artificial absorbers relying on comparatively short optical fibres hold higher 
potential and may become a real alternative to natural absorbers.   

1. Introduction 

The saturated absorption effect is traditionally one of the generation 
mechanisms of pulsed laser radiation [1-5]. Numerous reviews and 
books are available that discuss this effect and its application in passive 
mode locking [6-26]. Typically, this effect relies on materials with 
nonlinear dependence of their transmittance, which in these materials 
sharply increases as the incident optical power is raised, thus making the 
mode-locked operation more efficient energetically and therefore pref-
erable. New homogeneous as well as composite materials keep emerging 
till the present day [27-29] in efforts to make them cheaper, more 
accessible, and long-lasting. They are introduced as a more attractive 
alternative to complex semiconductor multi-layer structures such as 
semiconductor saturable absorption mirror (SESAM) [30-32] and 
others. However, the progress in fibre-optical technologies also led to 
the notion of so-called artificial saturable absorbers (Fig. 1). This 
progress spread to lasers in general and to laser components, which 
began to incorporate the possibilities of these technologies. Inaccessi-
bility (or lack of availability) of materials and technologies required for 
fabrication of natural saturable absorbers became one of the motivations 
for the development of artificial saturable absorbers, which are based on 
various optical effects capable of bringing about saturation of absorption 
or reflection of radiation. Presently, various components exhibiting the 
effect of saturable absorption are being advanced both in their material- 
based form (lately, even with growing diversity) and as artificial ver-
sions. Schematic examples of the position of such components in fibre 
laser configurations are presented in Fig. 2. Artificial saturable absorbers 
are based not on their actual material (the majority of such absorbers are 
fabricated from optical fibre), but on fibre-optical solutions and 
nonlinear effects taking place in the optical fibre. Earlier on, this 

category could only be said to include the Kerr lens, an effect widely 
used for passive mode locking in Ti:Sapphire lasers [33], even though 
the Kerr effect is dominant in many cases of the saturable absorption 
effect in fibre lasers and governs the character of optical phenomena as a 
function of the light intensity. 

Many parameters (speed, wavelength independence, modulation 
depth, saturation intensity, non-saturable loss, damage threshold, 
longevity) of artificial saturable absorbers are on a par with those of 
natural absorbers and in certain aspects, such as wavelength indepen-
dence, longevity, and availability of electronic control over the 
absorber/radiation, artificial absorbers substantially surpass their nat-
ural analogues. 

It is important to point out that the following is meant by advantages 
of artificial saturable absorbers such as wavelength independence and 
life time. The properties of artificial saturable absorbers certainly do 
depend somehow upon the radiation wavelength. However, since many 
of such absorbers are based on optical fibre whose properties depend 
comparatively weakly on the radiation wavelength, the key parameters 
of artificial saturable absorbers also depend weakly upon the wave-
length, so that it is possible to speak of wavelength independence of 
artificial absorber parameters as an approximation. The life time of 
artificial saturable absorbers may also be limited due to aging of optical 
fibre, but quartz fibres last significantly longer, for example, as 
compared to SESAM whose life time according to the users does not 
exceed ~ 5 ths hours. 

The present work is focused predominantly on artificial saturable 
absorbers, the category so far less thoroughly explored than that of 
natural absorbers. We will consider these absorbers from the viewpoint 
of their application prospects for generation of short pulses in fibre la-
sers rapidly progressing in recent years. First of all, we are interested in 
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the question whether or not artificial saturable absorbers could supplant 
natural absorbers in fibre laser applications. We will also analyse such 
artificial absorbers as nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM) [34], 
nonlinear amplifying loop mirror (NALM) [35], their modifications 
[36,37] and combinations [38] including various forms of non-spatial 
interference effects [39], NPE-based (nonlinear polarisation evolution) 
absorbers [40], and absorbers relying upon the Kerr nonlinearity in 
other implementations [41-46] including so-called Mamyshev oscillator 
concept [47-55], nonlinear spatial-mode interference [56-67] and 
others spanning also hybrid methods (combining artificial and natural 
saturable absorbers [68-71]), those based on nonlinear dynamics, such 
as Fourier-domain mode-locking [72] and self-beam cleaning [73,74]. 

It is necessary to note that the progress in development of more 
controllable, convenient, and inexpensive artificial absorbers in general 
facilitates significantly advances in ultrafast fibre lasers [75,76]. We will 
try to keep our focus on the ability of the mentioned effects and devices 
to trigger mode-locked operation in lasers based on fiber platform, even 
though some of them may be used in unrelated applications [77]. 

Further, we would like to draw the reader’s attention not solely to 
the mere fact of mode locking, but also to specific types of mode locking, 
that is generation of certain pulses or pulse clusters, as well as to 

electronic control over parameters of such pulses. Mere initiation of 
mode locking operation in a laser progressively becomes less and less 
interesting. Conversely, more and more attention is paid to achievement 
of regimes generating pulses with desirable pre-determined parameters 
(duration, radiation wavelength, etc.). 

We would also like to point out that in this overview we will not 
summarise the quoted publications. We will attempt focusing on con-
ceptual problems related to short-pulsed fibre lasers and artificial satu-
rable absorbers they use. We hope that the suggested references will be a 
solid addition to the present paper. 

We will be first of all interested in answering the question whether or 
not synthetic saturable absorbers may be a complete replacement of 
their natural analogues. This work is focused on artificial saturable ab-
sorbers, which have so far enjoyed relatively little attention as compared 
to their material-based counterparts, even though some of the artificial 
saturable absorbers are more than 25 years old. 

We will be most interested in solutions providing the highest 
parameter flexibility of short-pulsed fibre lasers, while retaining cost- 
effective manufacture and simple operation allowing normal use by 
unqualified personnel. 

2. Distinctive features of fibre lasers 

Fibre lasers possess a number of peculiarities, which provide, in 
particular, the possibility of efficient inclusion into them of artificial 
saturable absorbers. These features present at the minimum two levels, 
the engineering one (from the viewpoint of researchers and developers) 
and the user level. At the engineering level, fibre lasers allow easy 
implementation of various cavity configurations due to their compara-
tively high gain [78] (high generation efficiency, possibility of using 
elements and methods that have intrinsically high optical loss), easy 
implementation of interferometric configurations due to permanently 
aligned cavity, as well as relative simplicity of assembly and operation of 
different configurations. At the user level, fibre lasers provide high 
reliability of output parameters and high output radiation quality. Other 
advantages of fibre lasers also play a substantial role [79]. It is due to the 
explosive development in fibre laser that artificial saturable absorbers 
have also rapidly advanced and many of such new components were 
used specifically in fibre lasers and complied with the requirements of 
all-in-fibre integration. 

3. Artificial saturable absorbers on the basis of reflectors 
(NOLM/NALM) 

In principle, at the minimum, the same generated pulse parameters 
are expected from the artificial mode locking components as from their 
natural counterparts. The difference is that the artificial components are 
expected to also have at least some better properties: longer or poten-
tially unlimited lifetime, electronic control, etc. Artificial absorbers 
mentioned in the section title meet these expectations and can provide 
competitively short output pulses [80-111]. Of course, developers 
continually improve technologies making them more reliable and 
accessible and their results more reproducible (for instance, by using 
polarisation-maintaining optical fibre or additional controllable ele-
ments [108,112]), but so far, an ideal artificial absorber for all appli-
cations was not found, and efforts continue to improve existing ones 
instead. The conventional Kerr-lens artificial absorber used in Ti:Sap-
phire [33] and other solid-state lasers [113] turned out not very appli-
cable to fibre lasers because of its shallow modulation depth, which is 
insufficient for mode locking of fibre lasers with their high single-pass 
gain. Fibre lasers can “tolerante” relatively higher losses, thus 
enlarging the number of possible fibre reflectors able to perform the 
function of an artificial saturable absorber [114]. 

Transmittance of absorbers based on reflecting fibre elements de-
pends on the phase incursion of two pulse copies propagating in opposite 
directions [115]. Saturable absorbers for fibre lasers should meet more 

Fig. 1. Artificial and natural saturable absorbers.  

Fig. 2. Common schemes of a lasers with saturable absorbers: ALM – active 
laser medium, SA – saturable absorber: a) and b) linear laser resonator con-
figurations, c) and d) ring laser resonator configurations. 
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stringent modulation depth requirements: where in the other laser types 
having relatively low gain (Ti:Sapphire, Dye, etc.), a few percent or even 
less of absorption modulation is sufficient [32,43,116], in fibre lasers the 
modulation depth should be considerably higher than dozens percent 
[117]. Furthermore, high gain of fibre lasers affords broad opportunities 
of artificial saturable absorber design even in cases where such an 
absorber introduces relatively high optical losses into the cavity (not 
exceeding the gain, of course). It is due to greater tolerance of fibre la-
sers to introduced losses that artificial saturable absorbers found such 
broad application in such lasers. 

The dependence of saturable absorber parameters upon the radiation 
wavelength deserves special mention. Such dependence exists in any 
absorber and although one may think that in artificial saturable ab-
sorbers such dependence should be weaker or completely absent, this is 
not generally so. The parameters of artificial saturable absorbers depend 
not only upon the properties of the optical fibre itself, but also upon 
sensitivity of these properties to the external factors and upon spectral 
dependence of other cavity elements. The latter statement is also valid 
for any other type of absorber. It should be noted that this (spectral) 
dependence is important both for measurement of the absorber’s 
working spectral range and for spectral tuning of the laser output. The 
gain profile in fibre lasers is not very wide (~100 nm), and in such a 
relatively narrow spectral band, even the properties of natural absorbers 
may vary only insignificantly [118]. 

The advantage of this type of artificial absorbers is substantially 
longer (or unlimited) lifetime and the possibility of higher pulse radia-
tion powers (at the level where natural absorber material suffers optical 
damage). Their drawback is their dependence on external factors: 
everything that affects the parameters of the optical fibre in a noticeable 
degree also affects the parameters of artificial absorbers containing such 
fibre. First of all, this is ambient temperature, but also other external 
factors (ambient humidity, fibre bending, vibrations, etc.). During 
development of fibre-optical artificial saturable absorbers, it became 
obvious that at this moment they could only replace or provide an 
alternative to material-based natural absorbers in laboratory conditions 
when saving the time needed for preparation of an absorber and 
adjustment of the output radiation parameters are more important. 

It is necessary to point out that fibre laser generating ultra-short 
pulses are still more of an exotic case [119]. Typical pulse duration 
provided by the majority of ultra-short-pulsed commercial lasers lies 
within the 100–200 fs range [120] and longer. This is caused both by 
comparatively narrow gain bandwidth of the fibre-optical active media 
and by excessive amount of efforts required to reach pulse durations 
shorter than 100 fs [81,121] necessary because of non-linear and 
dispersion effects in fibre [122]. This is why in most cases, the objective 
of an artificial saturable absorber in a fibre laser is to initiate and sustain 
mode-locked generation, even though the problem of achieving the 
shortest possible pulses in this type of laser is always present as well. 

It is necessary to note that artificial saturable absorbers on the basis 
of reflectors (NOLM/NALM) have the advantage of being easily imple-
mented in the conditions of a fibre-optical laboratory or a manufacturing 
facility. Additionally, the optical damage threshold of these absorbers is 
relatively high. Their disadvantage is that their parameters depend on 
the condition of the optical fibre (its temperature, bending, etc.). In the 
laboratory environment, variability of generation parameters does not, 
as a rule, constitute a problem. Therefore absorbers, such as NOLM/ 
NALM, their modifications, and combinations are widely used in sci-
entific laser installations. In order to stabilise the properties of these 
absorbers, some fairly complicated measures have to be taken, this is 
why such absorbers are not often used in commercial lasers. Of course, 
developers are trying to reduce the influence of ambient factors by using 
polarisation maintaining fibres and so forth. This alleviates the problem 
but does not solve it completely. 

A weak point of artificial absorbers of this type is the possibility of 
incomplete interference of the pulse components. Of course, the relevant 
configurations use 50/50 splitters, but in reality, this ratio may deviate, 

for instance, to 51/49 or some other, therefore preventing complete 
interference. Incomplete interference affects detrimentally mode lock-
ing and may become a cause of regime instability or mediocre param-
eters. The problem is that the splitter ratio cannot be adjusted on the 
spot since this element is usually purchased as an off-the-shelf compo-
nent fabricated with special technological equipment. Nevertheless, 
artificial absorbers of this type are relatively inexpensive, reliable and 
accessible. They are, therefore, in practical use even today [36,123]. 

4. Artificial saturable absorbers on the basis of polarisation 
effects 

The most common example of lasers using these effects is fibre laser 
with nonlinear evolution of radiation polarisation [124]. The advantage 
of such lasers consists in their sheer simplicity (nonlinear evolution of 
polarisation takes place in the very fibre of which the laser cavity is 
made). The same circumstance, however, is also their drawback: radi-
ation polarisation in these lasers depends on many external and internal 
factors [125]. Various attempts to involve artificial intelligence tech-
nologies in the process of tuning such lasers [126,127] so far have been 
limited to the laser becoming on a regular basis (for example, every 
morning) an object of research with all concomitant details. Addition-
ally, these lasers normally need adjustment of the radiation polarisation 
state, whereas polarisation controllers available for this are still not 
implemented at a proper technical level. Therefore, lasers with non- 
linear polarisation evolution remain to this day more of an experi-
mental platform for study of physical effects [128-132], despite on- 
going efforts aimed at lowering the sensitivity of their output parame-
ters to external perturbations [133-136]. 

It should be mentioned that polarisation effects are often coupled 
with non-polarisation ones, since polarisation effects are intrinsic to the 
cavity fibre and to many elements comprising the cavity. Polarisation of 
radiation is difficult to control even if polarisation-maintaining fibre is 
used [108,137,138], as well as corresponding fibre-optical elements that 
maintain radiation polarisation. 

Artificial saturable absorbers relying on polarisation effects [139- 
144] are also very popular in research environments since they can be 
fabricated in any lab and cost very little. Their disadvantage shared by 
any fibre-based absorbers is that their properties depend on the condi-
tion of the fibre (its temperature, bending, and so on). Furthermore, 
polarisation controllers used in many implementations of such absorbers 
become an additional source of issues. Nevertheless, because of their 
simplicity and low cost, this type of artificial saturable absorber is the 
most widely used, even though its employment can result not only in 
generation of different pulses, but also different regimes. The attempts to 
make parameters of this type of saturable absorbers more predictable 
continue, although there is still no final solution in sight. Some lasers 
with this type of absorbers have been commercialised, but such exam-
ples are few. 

5. Artificial saturable absorbers based on spatial effects 

Spatial effects internal to optical fibre (coupling single-mode fibre 
with multi-mode one, etc.) are of interest since they are not easily 
affected by external perturbations. Using such effects for fibre laser 
mode locking may give this technology a new life. Nevertheless, as is 
shown by analysis, it is scarcely possible to create a better artificial 
saturable absorber just on the basis of a single physical effect (intra-fibre 
spatial phenomena, in this case). Users not only expect an alternative to 
conventional material-based saturable absorbers, but also certain new 
possibilities (expanded working spectral range, electronic control, 
higher damage threshold, etc.). Such expectations may be met by some 
combination of multiple effects, such as nonlinear spatial-mode inter-
ference and controlling the absorber/radiation parameters through 
evanescent field [145-147] or through pump power adjustment [36,37]. 
Artificial saturable absorbers without any kind of polarisation 
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controllers appear more promising in development of mode-locked fibre 
lasers because the available polarisation controllers used in fibre laser 
cavities need their own development to improve stability and repro-
ducibility of the state of the laser radiation polarisation. Frequently, the 
most important element in tuning of short-pulsed fibre lasers happens to 
be the setting of a polarisation controller rather than the saturable 
absorber (natural or artificial). It is not guaranteed that a different 
person (or even the same one) will be able to reproduce the necessary 
tuning, neither is it guaranteed that such tuning will remain stable over a 
long period of time (weeks or months, for instance). Polarisation con-
trollers for short-pulsed fibre lasers need significant improvement, for 
many promising technologies of mode locking that rely on artificial 
saturable absorbers depend on polarisation controllers, and very often it 
is these components that become the bottleneck in advancement of these 
technologies. 

Artificial saturable absorbers relying on spatial effects [148-151] 
may become an alternative to their material counterparts. Their strong 
points are fairly small dimensions, weak dependence of the optical fibre 
diameter upon the ambient conditions and certainly their high optical 
material damage threshold (of the fibre itself). These artificial absorbers 
were introduced relatively recently, this is why solutions on their basis 
are now undergoing a development stage. It is possible for them to 
become considerably more popular in the future. 

6. Artificial saturable absorbers on the basis of spectral effects 

The idea of this type of artificial saturable absorbers rests on 
nonlinear spectral broadening of pulses as they travel along the fibre 
with subsequent filtration around two radiation wavelengths, longer 
and shorter than the central pulse wavelength [48,49,152]. The laser 
cavity contains two spectral filters with transmittance maxima located 
on either side of the central wavelength of the gain profile (or of the CW 
radiation generated in the absence of filters). In the presence of these 
filters, CW radiation is either not generated or is generated very weakly 
because of high optical losses introduced by the filters. However, it now 
becomes more efficient energetically to generate radiation pulses with 
broad spectrum that passes through both filters. In this way, two 
different spectral filters may play the role of an artificial saturable 
absorber [153-161], because the fraction of pulse spectrum passing 
through the filter gates depends on the pulse peak power that drives 
nonlinear spectral broadening. In this case, power-dependent trans-
mission is implemented due to nonlinear radiation spectrum broadening 
(self-phase modulation) and subsequent offset spectral filtering. 

Some researchers consider this type of artificial mode locker as the 
main element of short-pulsed lasers of the next generation [75], even 
though its operative mechanisms have not yet been thoroughly studied 
and its presence may lead to emergence of a high-energy pulse pedestal 
or to multi-pulse generation. It should be noted that this configuration’s 
advantage consists in relatively high peak power in short pulses 
[157,162,163], whereas its drawbacks are complicated triggering of 
mode-locked operation and two radiation outputs instead of one. 

7. General analysis 

Fibre-optical technology has been deeply integrated into laser 
manufacturing and continuous-wave fibre lasers already became a key 
break-through that changed many aspects of human life [164]. It turned 
out, however, that pulsed fibre lasers are far more complicated [165- 
167] and, in general, the existing technologies have not been advanced 
enough to meet their challenge. This is the cause of significant efforts 
presently made by scientists, engineers, and technologists in order to 
advance the technology of short-pulsed fibre lasers to the level of a 
reliable and broadly used product. The sealed-off self-contained design 
of fibre lasers, which essentially made them so valuable (no alignment or 
maintenance required), also did a significant disservice to the technol-
ogy of short-pulsed fibre lasers. Wherever it is necessary to adjust 

anything (to trigger a desired regime, tune the generation spectrum, 
etc.), the sealed-off configuration of fibre lasers leads to mostly hard 
problems, which cannot be solved quickly. In attempts to address them 
there may appear various random improvised materials, even such 
coffee [168] or alcohol [169]. 

It is necessary to mention emergence of hybrid solutions, in which 
both artificial and natural absorbers are used at the same time. Such 
approaches may lead to better generation parameters (shorter pulses, 
higher mode-locked signal/noise ratio, etc.) owing to a second absorber. 

The Table given below summarises the parameters of lasers with 
artificial absorbers discussed earlier. Since various absorbers were 
studied under different conditions, some parameters have a spread of 
measured values and therefore were given as ranges. 

One of the interesting conclusions arising from the table data anal-
ysis is that about the absence of a definite pulse duration boundary 
between what may be obtained directly within the laser cavity and with 
the help of extra-cavity compression. More uncertainty in this respect is 
further added by configurations with pronounced intra-cavity pulse 
compression (performed with the help of a similar pair of diffraction 
gratings). It should be brought to the reader’s attention that many 
configurations of pulse compression involving two diffraction gratings, 
either placed outside or inside the cavity, derogate from the all-fibre 
laser concept. Those solutions are more attractive that provide ultra- 
short radiation pulses within the all-fibre laser format relying (if 
possible) on in-fibre compression without need of discrete optical 
elements. 

Some comparison of pulse parameters obtained with the best (in the 
opinion of author) samples of different artificial absorbers is shown in 
the Table 1. The comparison cannot be considered correct, as the pa-
rameters are obtained in lasers with different schemes at different 
pumps and under different conditions. However, the table can be used to 
get an overview of the level of pulse parameters that can be achieved 
using these absorbers. 

8. Conclusion 

Artificial saturable absorbers present certain advantages over their 
natural material-based counterparts, but are not able to replace them 
completely because artificial saturable absorbers are mostly made of 
optical fibre and, correspondingly, are sensitive to the properties of the 
ambient air. So far, the alternative to material saturable absorbers may 
be seen in their artificial counterparts using short fibre lengths and 
therefore having reduced sensitivity to ambient conditions. These are 
artificial saturable absorbers based on nonlinear multimode interfer-
ence. Their undoubted advantages are relatively inexpensive fabrica-
tion, high temporal discrimination and optical damage threshold, as 
well as the possibility of integration into fibre lasers, also including all- 
fibre configurations. Perhaps, absorbers of this type are the most real-
istic replacement of natural absorbers. 

Among the approaches to improvement of the properties of artificial 
saturable absorbers is application of machine learning technologies. 
Until present, however, these technologies in the context of saturable 
absorbers are rather a discussion topic than a solution to the problem. 
Attempts to fully hand over the problem of triggering the desired short- 
pulsed regime in a fibre laser to computer algorithms [127,176] can be 
neither optimal nor universal. This problem turned out more compli-
cated than it was supposed initially. Artificial saturable absorbers offer 
specific advantages (long or even unlimited lifetime under rather high 
energy/power of radiation pulses, relatively easy fabrication in modest 
laboratory conditions, etc.), but at the same time they cannot be classed 
as a unconditional alternative to natural absorbers, owing to a number 
of limitations they suffer from. First of all, the output pulse duration they 
provide is, in general, quite far from the shortest possible. Secondly, not 
all geometries of fibre laser cavities are compatible with artificial satu-
rable absorber designs. Third, not every artificial saturable absorber 
provides automatic triggering of mode-locked operation. Furthermore, 
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as the fundamental capabilities of artificial saturable absorbers (pulse 
duration, energy, repetition rate) are studied, the laser customers are 
also interested in complex questions: in what range and how, if at all, it 
will be possible to maintain wavelength tuneability, adjust pulse dura-
tion, etc. Most likely, it is these complex matters that will become the 
subject of artificial saturable absorber studies in the near future. 
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Artificial absorber pulse duration, ps repetition rate, MHz Output power (average or pulse energy) wavelength, um ref 

Interferometric effect 
NOLM 

0.05c/0.51  70 mW ~1.5 [81] 
~0.1c 10–250 3–10 mW ~1, 1.5, 2 [84,88] 
~0.2c/19.5 15 3.4 nJ 1.03 [87] 
~0.3/13.5 9.6–30 5.9 nJ 1.06, 1.535 [97] 
~0.4c/ 2.85 720 mW/252 nJ 1.99 [94] 
~0.5c/14 13.4 10 mW/0.78 nJ 1.035 [82] 
~0.7 11.8 0.84 mW/71 pJ 1.997 [90] 
1–2 1.3–3.8 560 pJ ~1.5 [83,96] 
63 1.23 1.23 nJ 1.115 [91] 
920 1.45 70 mW 2.04 [92] 
2.1–4 ns 3.44 25 mW/7.3 nJ 1.05 [95] 
21.5 ns 0.205 600 mW 1.56 [99] 
71–120 ns 0.095 250 mW/10 nJ ~1.5 [89] 

Interferometric effect 
NALM 

~0.1c 34.4–54 21–51 mW/0.61 nJ 1.03 [100,101] 
0.065–0.26 78 ~100 mW 1.03 [108] 
~0.2c/34 8–34 21–60 mW 1.03, 1.57 [102,103] 
~0.5 121–201 ~0.6–2 mW ~1.5 [104,111] 
0.63 3.57 84 pJ 1.7 [105] 
~3 1.84 17.4 pJ 1.55 [106] 
4.3 ns 9.5 ~2.5 mW ~1.5 [110] 
2–104 ns 0.5–2.5 ~ 1 mW ~1.5 [107] 
48 ns 0.362 11 mW/30 nJ 1.338 [109] 

Polarizing effects 
Nonlinear polarization evolution 

0.052c 56 ~0.1 mW 1.55 [139] 
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Spatial effects 
Coupling SMF with MMF etc. 
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Nonlinear frequency broadening 
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